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The purpose of this thesis was to make the design of gasketed plate type heat exchangers 
easier, simple, and accurate by reducing human error. Properly designed heat exchangers can 
provide more benefits and better safety in wide range of applications. Since the design of heat 
exchangers is so complicated and involves several steps, computer-aided design has come to 
be widely used. In this design, along with the knowledge of heat exchangers, the Visual Studio 
2013 Professional and the programming language (C#) have been used to complete the 
software design. The software calculates important design parameters based on the overall 
heat transfer requirement or the pressure drop requirement. It also compares the design for the 
percentage over the surface area which will help to know how large or small the physical size of 
the exchanger is. The manufacturing and maintenance cost can also be predicted based on the 
size data and other design selections. The software has been tested using real data and results 
show that it generates accurate data throughout all calculation steps. This will help design 
engineers to attain a more effective and efficient design. 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS (OR) SYMBOLS 

   total effective plate heat transfer area, m2 

   single- plate effective area, m2 

    single-plate projected area, m2 

b mean mass channel gap 

   specific heat of fluid, (     )   

CF cleanliness factor 

   constant 

   safety factor   

   channel equipment diameter 

   port diameter, m 

f friction factor 

   constant  

k thermal conductivity, (    )                 

   mass velocity through a channel, kg/m2.s 

   heat transfer coefficient,                   

   length of compressed plate pack, m 

   horizontal port distance, m 

   projected plate length, m 

   vertical port distance (flow length in one pass), m 
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   plate width inside gasket 

     effective flow length between inlet and outlet port (    , m 

   mass flow rate, kg/s 

P plate Pitch  

Pr prandtl number,       

   wetted perimeter 

   heat load under clean conditions,   

   heat load under fouled conditions,   

   heat transfer required,   

    fouling factor for cold fluid, m2..    

    fouling factor for hot fluid, m2.     

Re Reynolds number, (      , or      ) 

t plate thickness, m 

TEMA  The Tubular Exchanger Manufacturers’ Association  

   clean overall heat transfer coefficient,  /m2.k  

   fouled (service) overall heat transfer coefficient,  /m2.k 

  chevron angle, degree 

    channel flow pressure drop, kPa 

    port pressure drop, kPa 

    mean temperature difference, °C, °K 

  fluid density, kg/m3 
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  dynamic velocity at average inlet temperature, N.s/m2 or Pa.s 
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1 INTRODUCTION TO HEAT EXCHANGERS 

A heat exchanger is a device in which heat is transferred from a fluid at a high 

temperature to a fluid at a low temperature. (Cengel 1997, 701) The main 

objective of this kind of heat transfer is to control the temperature of one of the 

fluids momentarily or for a given period of time for some technological purpose. 

Heat transfer from one fluid to another can be accomplished either by mixing 

the fluids directly or by passing the fluids through a partition between them. 

Almost all kinds of heat exchangers require a partition because of the need to 

keep one fluid separated from the other. The heat transfer between the two 

fluids takes the form of convection on the fluid side and conduction through the 

partition walls. (Cengel 1997, p. 701) ”The principles of heat transfers are 

involved in the design of many forms of industrial and commercial equipments” 

(Brown and Marcos 1958, pp. 1.4). 

1.1  Types of Heat Exchangers 

Heat exchangers according to the requirement of either fluid mixing or not can 

be classified as  

 Regenerator heat exchangers: they are heat exchangers in which the hot 

and cold fluids flow alternatively through the same space. 

 Open type heat exchangers: the physical mixing of the two streams is 

required in this kind of devices. 

 Closed type heat exchangers: they are the one and the most common 

type of heat exchangers in which heat transfer occurring between fluids 

streams is attained without mixing or physical contact of fluids. 

According to the flow of one fluid relative to the other fluid, heat exchangers can 

be classified into three types: (Cengel 1997, p. 703) 

 Parallel flow heat exchangers: where the flow of both fluids is in the 

same direction. 
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 Counter flow heat exchangers: in which the flow of fluids is in opposite 

directions. 

 Cross flow heat exchangers: in which both fluids flow at right angle to 

each other. 

Heat exchangers can also be classified in three groups based on their geometry 

of construction. (Kakac and Liu 1998, pp. 6-22) 

 Tubular heat exchangers: circular tubes are used to build the flow 

channels in these exchangers. The double pipe, the shell and tube type 

and the spiral tube type exchangers are included in this category. 

 Plate type heat exchangers: the flow channels for these devices are 

made of thin plates. The Gasketed plate, Spiral plate, and Lamella type 

heat exchangers are part of this group. 

 Extended surface heat exchangers: are devices having fins or 

appendages on the primary heat transfer surface (tubular or plate). Plate 

fins and Tube fins are the most common types of Extended Surface Heat 

exchangers. Fins are mainly used in gas to gas or gas to liquid 

exchangers to increase the heat transfer area on the gas side or to meet 

the need of having compact heat exchanger. 

1.2 Heat Exchanger Design Considerations 

During the process of selection and purchasing of heat exchangers, many 

process and power industries mainly base their decision on the specification 

and the cost of the device. However, when the exchanger is required for a more 

specialized application, a particular design is frequently used. In such cases, a 

special design of heat exchangers could be ordered. A heat exchanger for a 

certain duty can be also selected by comparing their efficiency on the basis of 

their effectiveness or by using counter flow exchangers as a basis for 

comparison. (Janna 2000, p. 502) 

The heat transfer requirements, the cost, the physical size and the pressure 

drop requirements need to be considered during the process of designing a 
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heat exchanger. For example, the designer can meet the heat transfer 

requirements by forcing the fluids through the tubes at higher velocities. This 

will increase the overall heat transfer coefficient but it will result in a large 

pressure drop through the exchanger and correspondingly a large pumping 

cost. If the surface area of the exchanger is increased, the overall heat transfer 

coefficient will also increase and hence the pressure drop needs to be solved; 

however, there also might be limitations on the physical size of the exchanger 

which can be accommodated. (Gebremariam and Abebe 2002, p. 2) It should 

be remembered that a large physical size also means a larger cost. So a 

designer should consider all the design consideration factors properly. For 

example, if plate type heat exchangers are considered, the cost may depend on 

the cost of the frame, liquid connection, plates, and gaskets used. The working 

pressure is the main factor to affect the cost of the frame and the plate. The 

thickness of the main structural members and the tie bar diameter also depend 

on the working pressure. The process liquid and process requirements also 

have an impact on the cost of liquid connection, plates, and gaskets that need 

to be used. (Dennis Usher 1983, p. p.4.8.4-1) 

In addition to considering the basic requirements, there are several issues that 

need to be taken in to account, such as the fouling factor. The performance of 

any kind of heat exchanger may decline through time due to the accumulation 

of deposits on the heat transfer surface area which in turn affect the rate of heat 

transfer negatively. (Cengel 1997, p. 709) So TEMA (The Tubular Exchanger 

Manufacturers’ Association) published a table of fouling factor to help the 

design in preventing any kind of the fouling on duty. However, it should be 

noticed that the fouling factor only partially controls fouling. Moreover,  it can be 

said that the entire concept of fouling factor is somehow indefinite. (Kraus 2003, 

p. 894) The fouling of heat transfer surfaces will give rise to high economic 

penalties that are currently dealt with the TEMA approach during the design of a 

heat exchanger. (Taborek, Hewitt, & Afgan 1983, pp. 795-796) 
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1.3 Computer-Aided Design of Heat Exchanger 

Nowadays, different software programs are developed for various heat 

exchangers with the aim of reducing human errors, tiresome tasks and 

increasing the efficiency of the design. The main reason why computer-aided 

design has to be used is that the design of heat exchangers involves several 

calculations and it is done by assuming certain proposed construction data. The 

heat transfer and pressure drop requirement should be calculated for the 

proposed data. In case the heat transfer and pressure drop requirement is not 

yet met, it has to be done again. The percentage over surface area requirement 

also needs to be considered during the design process which makes it difficult 

to do it manually. (Geberemariam & Abebe 2006, pp. 2-3) 

In this design the gasket plate type heat exchanger is considered. While 

developing the software for Gasketed plate type heat exchangers, an 

assumption is made to the effect that the user is aware of the terms, the tables, 

and other factors that are and need to be used in the design. 
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2 GASKATED PLATE TYPE HEAT EXCHANGER 

Plate type heat exchangers are made of thin plates forming flow channels. 

These thin plates are usually used to build heat exchangers that are either 

smooth or corrugated and they are either flat or round in an exchange. 

(Picture1).Normally, these exchangers cannot hold very high temperatures, 

pressures and temperature differences. Plate heat exchangers can further be 

classified as Gasket plate, Spiral plate, and Lamella. (Naik & Matawala 2013, p. 

2249. Kakac & Liu 1998, p. 323-326) 

The Gasketed plate heat exchangers (Picture 2) became to be known in the 

1930s mainly in the food industries due to the ease they brought to 

maintenance and cleaning. They became more common during the 1960s with 

the development of effective plate geometries, assemblies, and better quality 

gasket material. At present, the use of Gasketed plate type heat exchangers in 

many industries for low and medium pressure liquid to liquid heat transfer 

requirement has become more common. They are now widely used for water 

treatment, oil cooling, food processing, and paper making industry and so on. 

Their range of possible applications has widened and they are also being used 

as an alternative for the shell and tube type heat exchangers in some 

industries. (Kakac & Liu 1998, p. 323) 

  

Picture 2. Plate type heat exchanger (Jiangsu Boade heat exchanger 2016)      
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Picture 2. Gasketed plate heat exchangers ( Every China 2016) 

The Gasketed plate type heat exchanger has many advantages but the most 

important one is that it can be opened for inspection or maintenance. The 

following are additional advantages of the heat exchanger. (Kakac & Liu 1998, 

328-330) 

 The exchanger use gaskets to minimize internal leakage.  

 Design can be done by making use of different plate size and pass 

arrangements.   

 There is efficient heat transfer due to turbulence and small hydraulic 

diameters.   

 These exchangers are very compact and have low weight.  

 There is minimum heat loss.  

 There is less chance of gaskets failure and thus, less chance of fluid 

mixing during operation. 

2.1 Mechanical Features 

2.1.1 Plate pack, frames and plate type 

The most common type of plate used for Gasketed plate type heat exchanger 

are the Chevron type. Nevertheless, other kinds of plates with a corrugated 
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surface pattern are also used that are called the washboard types. (Kakac & Liu 

1998, pp. 323-326) 

The metal plates are arranged alternately and bolted together between the end 

frames to form continues tunnels or manifolds through which hot and cold fluids 

flow. Mechanical or hydraulic tightening devices that can control the pressure to 

the required level are used to tighten the plate pack and the pack is 

compressed between the head plates using bolts. These bolts are also used to 

keep the several hundred plates together in a frame. (Kakac & Liu 1998, pp. 

323-326) 

The hot fluid and the cold fluid flow on alternate side of the plate through the 

passage formed between the plate and the corner ports with the plate itself 

providing the most effective means to transfer heat from one fluid to the 

other. The Gaskets on the plates are used to seal the channels and guide 

the flow direction. Due to this flow, the cold fluid becomes warmer as the hot 

liquid becomes cooler. Many of the designs are usually one-pass/one-pass flow 

arrangement. (Kakac & Liu 1998, pp. 323-326)  (Picture 3)  

 

 

Picture 3.  Parts of Gasketed plate type heat exchanger (Systemcorp 2016) 
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2.2 Mechanical Design Calculations 

During the design different equations have been used. (Kakac & Liu 1998, pp. 

337-347) 

The surface enlargement factor ( ) is the ratio of developed length to the 

projected length and is used to calculate the effective flow path. 

 

  
                

                
                                                                                ( 1 ) 

  
  

   
                                                                                                 ( 2 ) 

where    is the effective plate area specified by the manufacturer and 

               is the projected plate area. 

The enlargement factor can be also approximated between 1.15 and 1.25 or  

simply the average value which is 1.17 can be also taken without calculating. 

The projected area     can be calculated from 

                                                                                                   ( 3 ) 

And    (the projected plate length) and    (the effective channel width) are 

estimated from the vertical and horizontal port distance    and    and port 

diameter    as: 

 

                                                                                                ( 4 ) 

                                                                                                ( 5 ) 

The mean channel spacing ( ) which is formed by the two adjacent plates 

between the gaskets is calculated as: 

                                                                                                   ( 6 ) 
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Where     is the plate pitch,   is the plate thickness and   is the thickness of a 

fully compressed gasket.The Channel spacing is very important as it is used for 

the calculation of the mass velocity and Reynolds number. 

The plate pitch is the ratio of compressed plate pack length (  ) to the total 

number of plates (    

   
  

  
                                                                                                  ( 7 ) 

The equivalent diameter of the channel    is defined as: 

    
                    

              
 

   

  
                                                               ( 8 ) 

   
 (b)(   

        
  

  

 
                                                                               ( 9 ) 

Based on the approximation that      

The heat transfer coefficient is obtained from the equation 

    

 
      

    

 
 
    

 
    

 
 
 
  
 
  

  
 
    

                                                        ( 10 ) 

The values of      and   which are constants in the equation (10) can be 

determined based on the flow characteristics and chevron angles. 

The Reynolds number,   , is calculated from the channel mass velocity and the 

equivalent diameter,   , of the Channel is defined as: 

   
    

 
                                                                                             ( 11 ) 

Where,    is the channel mass velocity and    is the dynamic viscosity of the 

fluid at average inlet temperature. 

The Channel mass velocity is calculated from the flow rate (  ), the number of 

channel per pass (   ), the mean flow gap  ( ), the effective channel width (  ). 

    
  

      
                                                                                         ( 12 ) 

The number of channel per pass (   ) is obtained from the total number of 

plates (  ) and the number of passes (  ) 
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                                                                                           ( 13 ) 

The channel pressure drop the sum of the frictional channel pressure drop (   ) 

and the port pressure drop (    ).The frictional channel pressure drop is 

calculated as follows: 

        
      

  
 
  

 

  
  

  

  
 
     

                                                                 (14) 

Where, (    ), is the effective length of the fluid between inlet and outlet ports 

and is equal to the vertical port distance (  ). 

The friction factor can be obtained using the Reynolds number (  ) and the 

constant (   ) and ( ). 

  
  

   
                                                                                               ( 15 ) 

The port pressure drop estimated from the port mass velocity (  ), the number 

of passes (  ) and density of the fluid used. 

           
  

 

  
                                                                                  ( 16 ) 

The port mass velocity (  ) is obtained by dividing the flow rate to the port 

diameter area as follows:                                                             

    

  

   
 

 
                                                                                           ( 17 ) 

Where,    is the total flow rate in the port opening and    is the port diameter.  

The total pressure drop can now be calculated by adding together the frictional 

channel pressure drop and the port pressure drop. 

                                                                         ( 18 ) 

From the above formulas, it is now possible to calculate the total pressure drop. 

The next important parameter that needs to be defined during the design step is 

the overall heat transfer coefficient for both clean and fouled surfaces. 

The overall heat transfer coefficient for the clean surfaces is given by: 
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                                                                                  ( 19 ) 

Where (  ) is the hot fluid heat transfer coefficient,(   ) is the cold fluid heat 

transfer coefficient,(  ) is the plate thickness and (  ) is thermal conductivity of 

the plate material. 

The overall heat transfer coefficient under fouling condition can be obtained: 

 

  
 

 

  
 

 

  
 

 

  
                                                                      ( 20 ) 

Where (  ) is the hot fluid heat transfer coefficient,(   ) is the cold fluid heat 

transfer coefficient,(  ) is the plate thickness,(  ) is thermal conductivity of the 

plate material,(    ) is the fouling factor for the hot fluid and (   ) is the fouling 

factor for the cold fluid. 

The relation between the cleanness factor, (  ) and the overall heat transfer 

coefficient for both clean and fouled surfaces can be defined by (equation 21). 

            
 

 

  
        

                                                                                      ( 21) 

When considering, the heat transfer, the parameters that need to be defined are  

the heat duties for the cold and hot streams and the actual heat duties for both 

clean and fouled surfaces. 

The required heat duties for cold and hot streams can be calculated as: 

                                     
                                   ( 22 ) 

Where (  ) is the mass flow rate, (  ) is the specific heat capacity and ( ) is 

temperature. The term ( ) and ( ) are to represent the cold and hot streams 

respectively. 

The heat duty for clean surfaces is calculated as: 

            ( 23 ) 

Where (  ) is the overall heat transfer coefficient for clean surfaces,(   ) is the 

total effective area of the plate, and (   ) is the true mean temperature 

difference. 
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The heat duty for the fouled surfaces is calculated from the overall heat transfer 

coefficient for fouled surfaces (  ), the total effective area of the plate (  ), the 

correction factor (  ), and the true mean temperature difference (   ). 

                                                                                            ( 24 ) 

The true mean temperature difference is calculated as  

        
       

  
   
   

                                                                                 ( 25 ) 

The safety factor can be obtained from the ratio of heat duties    and    

   
  

  
                                                                                               ( 26 ) 

Additional formulas that have used during the designing steps are included 

here. 

The total effective number of the plates, (  ), has been obtained from: 

        ( 27 ) 

One channel flow area, (   ), is calculated as 

         ( 28 ) 

The single plate heat transfer area is the ratio of the total effective area of the 

plate to the total effective number of plates. 

     
  

  
 ( 29 ) 

Reynolds number for hot and cold streams can be obtained: 

    
    

  
 ( 30 ) 

    
    

  
 ( 31 ) 

Finding the Reynolds number is important to find the different constants for 

various values of Chevron angles. But Reynolds number could be also specified 

or given by plate manufacturers. 

The cleanness factor (  ) is the ratio of the heat transfer coefficient compared 

to the clean value. 
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 ( 32 ) 

The cleanness factor could be different for different plate material. It is very 

important data as it shows the percentage of how clean or fouled the heat 

exchanger surface could be under the assumed design condition. 

It is good to include some form of safety factor in the designing process to allow 

some uncertainties. The safety factor (  ) is the ratio of fouled heat duty to that 

of clean  

    
  

  
    ( 33 ) 

The percentage over surface design (  ) is calculated as: 

               ( 34 ) 

The percentage over surface design lets the designer know the size of the 

exchanger size for the required duties. 
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3 DESIGN PROCEDURE 

The design practices of heat exchanger consider a number of requirements to 

be taken in account. In heat exchanger design, the rating and sizing problems 

which are the most common problem need to be addressed properly.”(kakac 

and Liu,p 31). In addition to this, the structural and economical considerations 

have to be also included. Several heat transfer equations were used for the 

design of heat exchanger. 

3.1 Basic Design Procedure 

The heat exchanger must satisfy the following main requirements. 

 Heat transfer requirements  

 Pressure drop requirements 

The following steps are used in designing a heat exchanger. 

 Identify the problem 

 Select a heat exchanger type 

 Calculate/Select initial design parameters 

 Rate the initial design. 

 Calculate the overall heat transfer coefficient and the total pressure drop. 

3.2 Rating an Exchanger  

In the rating process of a heat exchanger, the geometry (constructional design 

parameters) is used to check the thermal performance of a fully specified heat 

exchanger. Process conditions (flow rate, temperature, and pressure) and 

material/ fluid properties (density, thermal conductivity) are also used. 

The first output from the rating process is either the outlet temperature for fixed 

tube length or the tube length itself to meet the outlet temperature requirement. 

Second output from the rating process is the pressure drop for both fluid 

streams hence the pumping energy requirements and size are important. 
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Figure 1. Rating procedures of heat exchanger (Abebe & Gebremariam 2006, p. 21)  

 

The thermal rating is insufficient when the output of the rating analysis for the 

thermal performance is not acceptable, and this leads to geometrical 

modification of the design. If the required amount of heat cannot be transferred 

to satisfy specific outlet temperature, one should find a way to increase the heat 

transfer coefficient or increase the exchanger surface area.  

It is said that the rating of the pressure drop is insufficient when the pressure 

drop calculated is greater than the allowable pressure drop, this can be 

adjusted by decreasing the number of tube passes or increasing the tube 

diameter or by just increasing the tube diameter and the number of tubes. 

3.3 The Design Software of Gasketed Plate Type Heat Exchanger 

In the design of gasketed type heat exchanger, the following flow chart was 

used. Figure 2 illustrates the very simplified version of the work flow. 
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Figure 2. Work flow chart 

When the application starts, the user selects the heat exchanger type and 

chooses the design type. The design type asks the user to choose either the 

heat transfer requirement or the pressure drop requirement. If the user chooses 

one of them, the application will still proceed to the common work flows that 

provide the project details, select the fluid specification, select the material 

geometry, and select the material details. After this step, it will proceed 

depending on the choice of the user. For example, if the user chooses the heat 

transfer requirement, then it calculates the heat capacity, the overall heat 

transfer capacity and checks if the results are acceptable. Finally, if the results 

are acceptable, it reports the design parameters. If not, it returns the user back 

to the selection of the material geometry for another trial. The same goes for the 
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pressure drop requirement. The application calculates the result and checks if it 

is acceptable or not and then displays the design parameters if the results are 

within the acceptable range. In the case where the result is not acceptable, it 

will return the user to the material geometry phase for a new attempt. 

3.4 The Software development tools 

The Visual Studio 2013 Professional and C# were used to program the design. 

Visual studio was chosen because of its learning curve and productivity 

advantages. (Sharp 2013) 

Microsoft Visual Studio is anintegrated development environment (IDE) from 
Microsoft.It can be used to develop console and graphical user interface 
applications along with Windows Forms applications,websites,webapplications 
and web services in both native code together with managed code for all 
platforms supported by Microsoft Windows, Windows phone, Windows CE, NET 
Framework,.NET Compact Framework and Microsoft Silverlight. (Halvorsen2014, 
p. 5) 
 
C# (pronounced "C sharp") is a programming language that is designed for  
building a variety of applications that run on the .NET Framework. C# is simple, 
powerful, type-safe, and object-oriented. The many innovations in C# enable 
rapid application development while retaining the expressiveness and elegance 
of C-style languages. 

Visual C# is an implementation of the C# language by Microsoft. Visual Studio 
supports Visual C# with a full-featured code editor, compiler, project templates, 
designers, code wizards, a powerful and easy-to-use debugger, and other tools. 
The .NET Framework class library provides access to many operating system 
services and other useful, well-designed classes that speed up the development 

cycle significantly.(Microsoft 2016) 

In this design, there are two projects and one solution. The two projects are the 

HED and HEDcore. The HEDcore (.dll) is the dynamic link library where all the 

formulas are written (sample code is attached at Appendix 2 to show how the 

equations are written) and the HED is the executable (.exe). This functional 

separation makes it possible to add another project if it is required.  

The whole project is divided into two main components as described above. 

Each project is in a separate assembly as shown below. The external 

dependencies that are found in the dot net framework are also shown in (Figure 

3) as Externals. The executable (exe) shown as HED.exe has few classes that 

are used as user interfaces to interact with the user. The executable assembly 
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loads the dll (dynamic link library), shown as HECore.dll, dynamically at run 

time whenever it needs to use the functions included. Both of these assemblies 

depend on the dot net framework. (see Figure 3)  

 

Figure 3. Assembly dependency of heat exchanger design software 
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4 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DESIGN 

The main purpose of the software design of gasketed plate type heat exchanger 

is simply to increase the accuracy and simplicity of the design. In the process of 

this design, different requirement from different perspectives have been 

considered. Previous experience and enough knowledge obtained from books 

and experts have been used in finding and dealing with the problem. This 

software has targeted mainly engineers mechanical or chemical or anyone who 

have interest in the design and rating of heat exchangers specifically gasketed 

plate type heat exchanger. This design has been tested with sample data and 

has shown to be working very well. To explain the implementation of the whole 

design and the different sections of the design procedure well, screenshots 

have been taken and explained below.  

4.1 The Welcome Page 

In this form, the designer or user of the software needs to choose the SI unit 

option. Basically, the design only supports SI units at the moment. In the future, 

there is a plan to include other measurement units to make it more unit friendly 

so that designers can use the software with any kind of measuring units which 

they are familiar with. 

This form provides additional selection for the design type. The user need to 

select the design for either the heat transfer capacity or the pressure drop 

requirements and then proceed to the design by just clicking the start design 

icon on the right side ( Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Welcome page 

4.2 The Project Information Page  

The Project Information Page or project description page provides the designer 

to fill the details of the project such as the project name, project number, project 

description, the designer name, date of the design and also some remarks. 

These pieces of information are very important and need to be displayed on the 

summary page of the whole design as they are required for information 

purposes and keeping records.(Figure 5) 
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Figure 5. Project description page 

4.3 The Fluid Specification Form 

The fluid specification form provides the standard process specifications of the 

fluid types that are used. In this design, the standard data for the waste water 

and cooling water are included. If the designer wants to use another kind of 

fluid, the designer is required to provide the details manually from the standard 

tables. (See Appendix 1). (Kakac & Liu 1998, p. 406- 413) 

The inlet or outlet temperature of the fluid depending on which one is known 

and which one is required are calculated. The software also calculates the flow 

rate of each fluid provided that the temperatures of the hot and cold side fluids 

are predetermined or given. Basically, it can generate any of the missing 

temperatures or flow rate making use of the given data. (Figure 6) 
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Figure 6. Specification page  

4.4 The Geometry Form  

This is the most important area of the design where the designer uses tentative 

constructional data of the proposed heat exchanger type until the heat transfer 

or pressure drop requirements are met. The vertical port length (  ), horizontal 

port width (  ), all port diameter (  ) plate thickness, channel spacing and 

compressed plate pack length (  ) can be taken from the plate manufacturers. 

For channel spacing and enlargement factor, the designer can also use the 

average value from the software by just clicking the use icon or can choose any 

intermediate value from the data given on the message box. 

The material for the thermal conductivity depends on the kind of plate that the 

designer want to use and can be found from a standard table. The chevron 

angle should be chosen from the alternatives. 

The number of plates or the total effective area can be calculated given that one 

of them is known or predetermined first. This means the engineer can first 

decide the number of plates needed to be used and then calculate the total 
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effective area or if the area is already known then the number of plates that are 

required can be calculated from the given and proposed data.(Figure 7) 

 

Figure 7. Geometry page 

4.5 The Material Detail Form 

The material detail form provides the option to select the plate material,  gasket 

material, the connection and frames that will be used. 

Below the material selection, there is another form on the same page where the 

overall heat transfer coefficient for both fouled and clean surfaces will be 

calculated. In addition, the cleanness factor and the percentage over surface 

design are also calculated here. 

The overall heat transfer is the main important data of the design. Nevertheless, 

it is very important to also calculate the percentage over surface design as it 

gives the idea how large or small the heat exchanger could be. For example, if 

the percentage over surface area is more than 30%, it means that the 

exchanger is larger in size for the required duty. Due to this, there will be an 

increase in the investment and maintenance cost. The most acceptable 
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percentage over surface area is (10-30) %. If the value is above 30% the 

designer needs to go back and modify the proposed design data and calculate 

for a new one until both the heat requirement and the percentage over surface 

area are met. (Figure 8) 

 

Figure 8. Material Detail page 

 

4.6 Heat Calculation Form 

This form provides the heat details that need to be calculated. It calculates the 

average temperature, the total heat load and the heat duties both for the clean 

and fouled surfaces. It also calculates the safety factor internally and finally 

gives one of the most important data which is the percentage over surface 

design. (Figure 9) 
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Figure 9. Heat duty and heat load page 

4.7 Pressure Drop Analysis Form 

The pressure drop calculation is very important as it is one of the main 

considerations in the design of any kind of heat exchangers. 

"The total pressure drop is composed of the channel pressure drop,     , and 

the port pressure drop,    " (Kakac & Liu 1998, p. 340).  

Firstly, the fluid friction coefficients are calculated for both fluids by reading data 

from the standard table as a function of the Reynolds number for the value of 

the chevron angle chosen during the design. Then the frictional pressure drop is 

obtained for the cold and hot streams and also the port duct pressure drop is 

calculated for both fluids. Finally, the overall pressure drop is the sum of the 

port and frictional pressure drop, (   +    ), of the cold and hot side separately. 

(Figure 10) 
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Figure 10. Pressure drop analysis page 

4.8 The Summary Page 

The summary page will provide the designer with data that are required for 

drafting and for manufacturing purposes. The final results of the most important 

data that are required for manufacturing of the heat exchangers, which have 

been found through different calculation, are displayed in this page. In addition, 

other data that have been provided during the design steps for information 

purposes are also displayed here. (Figure 10) 
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Figure 11. Summary page  
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5 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

The design process of heat exchangers is complicated and it cannot be fully 

automated as it needs subjective decisions at intermediate steps. The main 

reason is that the designing process involves many steps and designers need 

to try a number of times making use of tentative data until they meet the targets 

of the design requirements. 

The software developed for the gasketed plate type heat exchanger was made 

based on the concept of heat exchanger design and the knowledge of the 

programming language (C#). The main task was to meet the heat transfer and 

pressure drop requirements of the exchanger in consideration, in this case the 

Gasketed plate type exchanger. In addition to this, physical size and cost were 

also considered.  

This software helps in providing better accuracy along with simplicity of the 

design by reducing the multiple tasks of calculating different trials to meet the 

desired value. It enables the designer to compare different results by changing 

different tentative parameters until he/she gets the desired values which they 

are looking for. In addition, the software program provides an option of selecting 

either the heat transfer requirement or the pressure drop requirement of the 

design. Based on this selection, it displays the constructional design data for 

manufacturing. 

The Visual Studio 2013 Professional, the programming language (C#) along 

with the concept of heat exchangers design made the software possible.  

In the future, there is a plan to include other measurement units to make the 

software more unit-friendly so that designers can use the software with any kind 

of measuring units which they are familiar with. 
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Appendix  2 
 
 Sample Codes 
 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.Threading.Tasks; 
 
namespace HECore 
{ 
    public class CoreCalculation 
    { 
        public double CalculateHeatTransfer(double flowRate, double specificHC, 
double changeTemp) 
        { 
            double heatTransfer = flowRate * specificHC * changeTemp; 
            return heatTransfer; 
        } 
         
        public int GetEffectiveNumberOfPlates(int numberOfPlates) 
        { 
            return numberOfPlates - 2; 
        } 
 
        public double SinglePlateHTArea(double totalEffectiveArea, double 
totalNumberOfEffectivePlate) 
        { 
            return totalEffectiveArea / totalNumberOfEffectivePlate; 
        } 
 
        public int CalculateEffectiveNumber(double a1,double ae) 
        { 
            return Convert.ToInt32(ae / a1); 
        } 
 
        public double CalculateLw(double Lh, double D) //Lw 
        { 
            return Lh + D; 
        } 
 
        public double CalculateLp(double Lv, double D) 
        { 
            return Lv - D; 
        } 
 
        public double CalculateA1P(double Lp, double Lw)//projected plate area 
        { 
            return Lp * Lw; 
        } 
 
        public double CalculateA1(double enlargmentFactor, double A1p)//one plate 
area 
        { 
            return A1p * enlargmentFactor; 
        } 
 
        public double CalculateEffectiveArea(double numberofEffectivePlates, 
double A1)//Ae 
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        { 
            return A1 * numberofEffectivePlates; 
        } 
 
        public double CalculatePlatePitch(double totalPlateNumber, double 
compressedPlatePackLength)//p 
        { 
            return compressedPlatePackLength / totalPlateNumber; 
        } 
 
        public double CalculateChennelFlowGap(double platePitch, double 
tickness)//b 
        { 
            return platePitch - tickness; 
        } 
 
        public double CalculateCEDiameter(double flowGap, double 
enlargmentFactor)//De enlargmentfactor = phi 
        { 
            return (2*flowGap)/enlargmentFactor; 
        } 
 
        public double CalculateNumberChannelPass(double totalPlateNumber, double 
numberOfPass)//Ncp numberofpass=np 
        { 
            return (totalPlateNumber -1)/(2*numberOfPass); 
        } 
 
        public double CalculateMassflowRatePerChannel(double flowrate,double 
numberofChannelsPerPass)//mch 
        { 
            return flowrate/numberofChannelsPerPass; 
        } 
 
        public double CalculateReynoldNumber(double massVelocity, double 
channelEquiDiameter, double viscousity) //R 
        { 
            return (massVelocity * channelEquiDiameter) / viscousity; 
        } 
 
        public double CalculateMassFlowRate(double flowrate,double ncp) //mch 
        { 
            return flowrate / ncp; 
        } 
 
        public double CalculateMassVelocity(double mch, double ach) //gch 
        { 
            return mch / ach; 
        } 
 
        public double CalculateOneChannelFlowArea(double b, double lw) //ach 
        { 
            return b * lw; 
        } 
 
        public double CalculateNu(double rey, double prand, double ch, double n) 
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        { 
            double res = 0; 
            res = ch * (Math.Pow(rey, n)) * (Math.Pow(prand, 0.333)); 
            return res; 
        } 
 
        public double CalculateH(double nu,double thermalcon, double ced) 
        { 
            return ((nu * thermalcon) / ced); 
        } 
 
        public double CalculateU(double hh, double hc, double tickness, double 
plateThermal) 
        { 
            return ((hh * hc * plateThermal)/(hh * plateThermal + hc * 
plateThermal + hh * hc * tickness)); 
        } 
 
        public double CalculateUf(double uc, double fouling) 
        { 
            return (uc / (1 + uc * fouling)); 
        } 
 
        public double CalculateLogMeanTemprature(double hotChange, double 
coldChange) 
        { 
            if(hotChange == coldChange) 
            { 
                return hotChange; 
            } 
            else 
                return ((hotChange - coldChange) / (Math.Log(hotChange / 
coldChange))); 
        } 
 
        public double CalculateCleannessFactor(double uc, double uf)//cf 
        { 
            return uf/uc; 
        } 
 
        public double CalculateHeatDuty(double ucf, double ae, double logmeanT) 
        { 
            return ucf * ae * logmeanT; 
        } 
 
        public double CalculatePercentageOverSurface(double uc, double fouling) 
        { 
            return 100*uc*fouling; 
        } 
 
        public double CalculateFrictionFactor(double kp, double reynold, double m) 
        { 
            return (kp / (Math.Pow(reynold, m))); 
        } 
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        public double CalculateFrictionPD(double ff, double lv, double np, double 
ced, double gc, double density) 
        { 
            return ((4 * ff * lv * np * gc * gc) / (2 * density * ced)); 
        } 
 
        public double CalculatePortDuctPD(double np, double gp, double density) 
        { 
            return ((1.4 * np * gp * gp) / (2 * density)); 
        } 
 
        public double CalculatePortMassVelocity(double flowrate,double d) 
        { 
            return ((4 * flowrate) / (Math.PI * d * d)); 
        } 
    } 
} 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


